Families on the go can find everything they need in the 2013 Shadow Cruiser. A benchmark for value in a true lightweight, the Shadow Cruiser features 5/8” tongue and groove plywood floors, slam latch baggage doors, and a convenient outside kitchen. Able to sleep up to 10, this family-friendly lightweight offers 11 floor plans, many with the popular bunkhouse option. Features such as the aerodynamic front and the industry’s strongest laminated crowned roof allow owners to feel safe and confident in knowing that you are towing the leader in lightweights and providing the best value for your family. All that’s left to do is pack.
S-185FBR
Ext. Length 18’-7” | Ext. Width 84”
Dry Weight* (lbs.) 2764
GVWR (lbs.) 5835
**Tank Sizes** (gal.)
Fresh 30 | Gray 32 | Black 25

S-185FBS
Ext. Length 18’-9” | Ext. Width 84”
Dry Weight* (lbs.) 2929
GVWR (lbs.) 5854
**Tank Sizes** (gal.)
Fresh 30 | Gray 25 | Black 25

S-195WBS
Ext. Length 22’-3” | Ext. Width 90”
Dry Weight* (lbs.) 3369
GVWR (lbs.) 5925
**Tank Sizes** (gal.)
Fresh 36 | Gray 38 | Black 38

S-225RBS
Ext. Length 25’-11” | Ext. Width 96”
Dry Weight* (lbs.) 4210
GVWR (lbs.) 7325
**Tank Sizes** (gal.)
Fresh 36 | Gray 38 | Black 38

S-260BHS
Ext. Length 28’-8” | Ext. Width 96”
Dry Weight* (lbs.) 4595
GVWR (lbs.) 7540
**Tank Sizes** (gal.)
Fresh 36 | Gray 38 | Black 38

S-280QBS
Ext. Length 32’-0” | Ext. Width 96”
Dry Weight* (lbs.) 5085
GVWR (lbs.) 7530
**Tank Sizes** (gal.)
Fresh 36 | Gray 38 | Black 38

S-285RLS
Ext. Length 32’-0” | Ext. Width 96”
Dry Weight* (lbs.) 5785
GVWR (lbs.) 7660
**Tank Sizes** (gal.)
Fresh 36 | Gray 38/38 | Black 38

S-290DBS
Ext. Length 32’-10” | Ext. Width 96”
Dry Weight* (lbs.) 5000
GVWR (lbs.) 7560
**Tank Sizes** (gal.)
Fresh 36 | Gray 38 | Black 38

S-313BHS
Ext. Length 35’-5” | Ext. Width 96”
Dry Weight* (lbs.) 6385
GVWR (lbs.) 9615
**Tank Sizes** (gal.)
Fresh 36 | Gray 38 | Black 38

S-314TBS
Ext. Length 35’-5” | Ext. Width 96”
Dry Weight* (lbs.) 6335
GVWR (lbs.) 9440
**Tank Sizes** (gal.)
Fresh 36 | Gray 38 | Black 38

*All weights are “non-equipped”